Friday Night [under the] Lights…
2015

Happy Friday...
OK. First, I heard you loud and clear on my math from the last FNuL.
Remember when I was talking about the impact we collectively have on out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest? I said:
“That’s 88 cardiac arrests per day (sort of – interestingly, in a study done in Seattle, more arrests occurred
on Friday than other days – In Sweden, they report more cardiac arrests on Mondays). Anyway, that’s 1.5
patients a day that depend on us doing everything we can to use the…”
So, in the spirit of a Just Culture, where did that number come from (the 1.5 patients per day)? I
have no earthly idea. I’m sure we do something 1.5 times a day, but it’s not manage patients in
cardiac arrest (I bet Ryan Mayfield or David Twiss could figure out what it is we do 1.5 times a
day…). Thank you for highlighting my math skills (or lack thereof).
But, on the bright side - It warms my heart that so many of you read these in such detail…

Lessons learned from Halloween 2015 …
A public service confession - I feel like I have to apologize to everyone over the years for leading
you astray about Scott White [AMR General Manager – Las Vegas].

Apparently, he is indeed a Clown…
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In the category of “I can’t make this up”…
So, do you know what yesterday was?
It was World Toilet Day. You read that correctly – World Toilet Day.
How do I know that? The CDC sent out an email. When I initially read about it, I was waiting for
the punchline. But the purpose of World Toilet Day is to draw attention to a little-talked-about
public health problem that affects 1 Billion people worldwide. It’s actually a huge issue.
The World Toilet Organization was founded on November 19, 2001. The group was formed to
draw global attention to this significant sanitation crisis. While I hope no one reading this is
directly impacted, the statistics associated with this problem are problematic on a global scale.
-

1000 children died per day from diarrheal diseases associated with poor sanitation in
2013 (all of these deaths are obviously preventable)

-

15% of the world’s population still practices what’s called “open
defecation”.

-

Every dollar spent on water and sanitation generates $4.30 in
reduced healthcare costs

-

40% of the world’s population doesn’t have access to toilets

As I read through this, it made me stop and consider how fortunate most of us are that we don’t
have this kind of challenge (although I can think of many restrooms in my life that would
probably qualify as a close second for Open Defecation…).
CDC, the World Health Organization and the United Nations are serious about sanitation
initiatives (we saw that extraordinary effort during the Ebola outbreaks). It’s a public health
initiative that has a pretty positive impact on morbidity & mortality.
If you want to read more about the challenge (and see how the organization has used some
interesting marketing approaches on their website like “Talk Shit”) go to www.worldtoilet.org.
OK – enough potty talk…

Changing the profession & practice – Hospice…
When most of us entered the acute care profession, we probably thought we’d never really get
involved with the Hospice side of medicine. Quite frankly, some health providers saw Hospice as
an indication of unsuccessful efforts to cure.
Hospice has always been considered as a wonderful resource when that level of care is required,
but it really wasn’t something that fell into the EMS / Emergency Medicine wheelhouse.
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After all, if the patient was deemed to be at his/her end-of-life, life-saving care would have no
impact on the long term outcome and would most likely make the patient more uncomfortable,
lead to a sense of false hope in family members and consume healthcare resources that
wouldn’t make any difference at all in the disease process of the patient.
So most of the historical EMS – Hospice interaction could be considered a failure point in
managing the patient’s and family’s wishes.
When 911 gets activated for a patient receiving Hospice care, patients often receive care that is
not indicated, care they probably didn’t want and it often creates a need to transport that
patient to an emergency department for further evaluation / disposition and care.
It’s not that EMS has acted inappropriately. Indeed, we do what we were called to do.
But our toolset in EMS doesn’t fit exactly right with the needs of a Hospice patient. I sometimes
think of it as having all metric wrenches to try and work on non-metric bolts. It’s close, but it’s
not exactly what the patient needs.
Important point here. There are, without a doubt, things we can do as EMS Providers that
increase comfort and provide a sense of security to family members and patients. Like
suctioning an airway full of secretions. Helping with pain management. Or just being there to
help the family at one of the most difficult times in their lives.
Remember, most patients that are in Hospice made an informed decision to receive supportive
an palliative care and not undergo any procedures, testing or interventions that were
unnecessary (family members of patients unable to make those informed decisions have made
them based on what they know the patient would want if they could make the decision at that
point in their lives).
So, how does EMS, arguably on the exact opposite end of the healthcare spectrum from Hospice,
help support patients and families with OUR skill set – our tools?
The EMS profession is probably better than any other component of medicine in getting to
patients, wherever they are, whatever time it is, regardless of what their problem is and
independent of their primary medical support system. We’re also extremely skilled at
connecting all the pieces of a healthcare puzzle. We connect with hospitals, physicians, case
managers, community resources and family members to help navigate patients to the most
appropriate type of care in the most appropriate time frame.
We’re comfortable providing care in the home. Or on the street. Or in the shelter. Or in the
LTAC. Or in your car, the ditch, a subway – you name it. We can get there.
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Finally, EMS as a profession is trusted. People let us into their homes. They ask us what we
would do if we had the problem they did. Patients and family members rely on us to help them
with tough decisions.
So – where am I going with this? If our collective goal (most importantly the patient and their
family) is to stay OUT of the hospital, how do we help our Hospice colleagues using the tools and
trust we have?
Enter our colleagues in Ventura County AMR.
As part of a State of California Pilot program, the Ventura County AMR Practice (I’ve talked about
several other powerful initiatives from Ventura in these pages) led by Conductor Mike Taigman
(and he will remind me when he reads this that it’s not HIM, but the passion of his colleagues –
and I will remind all of them that it’s the perfect combination of both) has been providing a new
level of care that’s EMS based and works directly with Hospice programs to improve the patient
experience, provide supportive care in concert with the Hospice team and decrease the
unnecessary, uncomfortable and usually unwanted trips to acute care.
We talk a lot about evidence-based practices in AMR. We depend on data to inform what we do
and determine if what we do makes a difference.
So how is the Ventura program doing?

The data speaks for itself. The graph above reflects the transport percentage of 41 Hospice
patients followed for an 11 month period.
It demonstrates that our skill set in EMS, applied in a different way than we have traditionally,
can have a significant impact on patients that one could argue need us more than we have ever
realized.
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Hats off to our Ventura colleagues. I know we’ll learn more from them over the next several
years…

And speaking of Ventura impacting the art of delivering the science…
Nice abstract in the journal RESUSCITATION from Dr. Angelo Salvucci, Lynn White and their
colleagues on the impact of a Cardiac Arrest Management system on survival in their counties.
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The Stars that walk amongst us…
I have always believed that recognition by one’s peers is the single most powerful form of
appreciation.
Michael Arinder – Named a Healthcare Hero by the Mississippi Business Journal…
Michael Arinder, our newest Regional Director of Clinical Services in the Southern Region, was
nominated by coworkers for the Healthcare Hero Award in
the Mississippi Business Journal. Michael was one of few
winners to receive the award in the Healthcare Industry
this year. The award is based on the impact of change
throughout the communities in the quality of healthcare
delivered.
If you’ve had the pleasure to spend any time at all with
him, you know that he lives, works and breathes EMS.
It makes us all particularly proud not only that it’s Michael,
but that EMS is represented as a member of the healthcare
community.
Strong work…

A Glimpse of the World of AMR…
Scary time for Seahawks wide receiver Ricardo Lockette – All ended up very well. Proud to be a
part of the on-field care team. Given his injuries (from the press reports – we’re not violating
HIPAA) skillful post injury management was key…
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WTH…
Tonight’s WTH is in the spirit of World Toilet Day (I guess this is technically more Potty-talk?).
Many years ago, I had the privilege of participating in a federally sponsored program with our
emergency medicine colleagues in the former Soviet Union. Over almost 10 years, we worked
together to improve “EMS” throughout Russia and the Ukraine. The partnership involved
exchange visits with physicians, nurses, EMS providers and administrators visiting the U.S. to
learn from our healthcare system and take the tools back to their communities.

So World Toilet Day reminded me of a particular visit when a large
delegation came to Richmond for the first time. None of them had
ever been to the United States. They had a translator with them (a
cardiologist that made more money translating than she did
practicing cardiology in Vladivostok, Russia).
As they came off the plane, many of them made their way to the
restroom.
My equivalent at the time, the Medical Director of the Vladivostok Ambulance Service came out
of the men’s room and through the translator he asked me what the device was above the urinal
(while not the exact device at the time, I’ve included an illustrative picture below…)
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I told him it was a camera.
The look on his face was priceless…
__________________

Epilogue…
Clyde had a cat that he loved so much that he would never leave it with anyone.
Clyde’s brother offered to care for the cat so Clyde could have a much needed vacation. After
being promised that the cat would be well cared for, Clyde agreed to go.
A few days later he called to see how his cat was doing. To his shock his brother responded,
"Well, I'm sorry to say your cat died." In disbelief, Clyde said, "That's a terrible way to deliver
such bad news. You could have let me down slowly by saying the cat was on the roof, then the
firemen were there, then oh no the cat fell. But let's not talk more of such a tragic thing, how is
Mom?" …
To which the brother responded, "Well, she's on the roof."
__________________

That’s it from my world. Happy Friday.
As always, thanks for what you do and how you do it. Enjoy the gateway weekend to the Holiday
season…

Ed
______
Edward M. Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
American Medical Response
ed.racht@evhc.net
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